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- According to Alex Novet’s merged data from NHL pbp and Sznajder’s 
tracking…

- Of 337 skaters with 500+ FA tracked, Seabrook allowed the 16th most dangerous 
average shot with a xFSh% of 6.14

- When we incorporated our tracking data, the xFSh% went down to 5.88% and his 
shots became the 87th most dangerous

- He had the 44th largest shift in average shot danger when moving from public pbp 
data to Sznajder’s tracking data

https://hockey-graphs.com/2019/08/12/expected-goals-model-with-pre-shot-movement-part-1-the-model/


Brent Seabrook SUCKED at the end … or did he?

- Entering 2019, Brent Seabrook’s career, 
had been reliably getting better “goals 
against” impacts than “expected goals 
against” impacts. 

- Seabrook was the league’s worst 
even-strength defender (+0.226 xGA/60) 
in terms of RAPM xGA.

- But he was slightly better than neutral 
(-0.018 xGA/60) in RAPM GA

#1 differential 
in the NHL



Brent Seabrook SUCKED at the end … or did he?

The “Crawford Effect”?

 Corey Crawford was 
the #2 goalie in the NHL 
during that 2015-2018 
stretch by GSAx



Brent Seabrook SUCKED at the end … or did he?

- If the “Crawford Effect” 
exists, it’s suspiciously 
absent for the other 
Chicago defencemen nearly 
this size discrepancy. 

- In fact, removing Seabrook, 
the Chicago blueline actually 
allowed .02 more goals per 
hour than expected.



Brent Seabrook SUCKED at the end … or did he?

Seabrook improved in this “skill” of limiting GAs from xGAs even in 
games in which Crawford wasn’t playing.



Who Gets Credit for the Defensive Overachievement?

- Use 3 years of player’s GSAx (dGA/60) for predict year 4 (Marcel 
borrowed from Tom Tango)

- Add up the roster TOIs of year 4 and apply a weighted average of the 
rosters’ predicted GSAxs to get team-level estimates

- Use 3 years of goalie’s GSAx (dGA/60) for predict year 4

- Compare the goalie model vs the skater-roster model in ability to predict 
year 4 goalie performance

http://tangotiger.net/marcel/


Gaps between xGA and GA RAPMs are “repeatable”
- Previous year has t-value of 11.6 (highly significant) in predicting current 

year RAPM gap.

- In total, about 1.8% of the variance can be “explained” by 3-year skater 
history.



Gaps between xGA and GA RAPMs are “repeatable”

- Some consistency in a player’s 
ability have defensive goal 
impacts over/underachieve 
their defensive xG impacts.

- Relatively small (correlation of 
+0.114)

- Limited range – the IQR of the 
predicted values (0.011) is 
about a tenth the size of the 
true numbers (0.103)



Gaps between xGA and GA RAPMs are “repeatable”

- The range of impacts for defenders is slightly (though, negligibly) wider than that of 
forwards.

- We’d expect a bigger difference between positions, so lurking goaltender or team impact 
seems likely.



Comparing Skater GSAx to Goalie GSAx
Marcel projection for goaltenders has slightly lower adjusted 

r-squared than skaters (1.4% vs 1.8%)



Comparing Skater GSAx to Goalie GSAx

If we try to predict a goalie’s dSv% using the skater-based GSAx/60 
Marcel projection AND the goalie-based dSv% Marcel projection, 

BOTH are significant predictors!



- In the distribution of 
team-level cumulative skater 
impacts, ~90% of 
team-seasons are in the -0.2 
to +0.2 range of dSv% impacts.

- That’s a difference of 1 GSAx 
every 250 shots between the 
5th and 95th percentiles.

How Much Does it Matter?

2019 Minnesota Wild



How Much Does it Matter?

*Skaters on one team could 
all benefit from rink bias
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Big Takeaways

1) Skaters seem to exhibit repeatable defensive over- and 
under-achievement in terms of their defensive expected goal impacts.

2) When summed up at the team-level and placed into a model with 
goaltender predictions, the team-level predictions retain statistical 
significance comparable to that of the goalies

3) The differentials are minor, worth only about 1 goal every ~10 games in 
even the most extreme cases.



Where From Here?

1) Improved Data
a) Game- or shift-level rosters, not season-level
b) Use per-shot data for skaters rather than per60
c) Use rink-adjustments
d) Include goalies in directly in impact models like RAPMs
e) Include skaters in impact on goal odds similar to goalies

2) Improved Models
a) Bayesian posterior calculation at player-level
b) More years / recency weighting
c) Split forwards / defenders


